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*** NEW *** Nova
Microptic WINNER 3 - 8000

DPI Precision Gaming
Mousepad - White

$24.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
Just like the NOVA - KILLER, Winner-II also has its brand new upgrade in 2008: WINNER-3. New shape, new colors and still really useful, we put a
lot of technology in that medium-sized mouse pad. Perfect choice if you don't have space enough on your desk for the KILLER-2.

Featuring NOVA's new colors and new logo, Winner-3 offers various new innovations developed especially for the gamers.

New shape:  With an awesome design, definitely more attractive, WINNER-3 features a new shape, more aggressive. Also, that shape will make it
easier to stick the mouse pad on your desk thanks to the straight bottom edge.

New colors: Matching the new NOVA identity, the new colors are really attractive. Black, red and white are the 3 main tendencies from now.  The
WINNER-3 will be available in three different color scales. 

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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One of the main reason of NOVA KILLER success was the unique material developed by NOVA for this mouse pad. A bi-material structure with
micro-mirrors spread out in the inner material. We decided to keep that major evolution on WINNER-3.

Specifications:

Bi-material: That new pad keeps the NOVA unique material. The best ever made for the mouse gliding and the signal accuracy.

The inner material is now available in two colors, Black or White.

The outer material (centering frame) is now available in three colors, Red, Black or Silver, determined upon the product chosen.

8000 DPI, 0 Latency: This is one of NOVA's main commitments. 0 mouse delay, 0 loss of signal. Our 8000 DPI materials guarantee a
perfect response of the mouse signal,  Laser or Optical.
Centering Frame  �  built of smoother by touch material bordered by a fillet, helps the intuitive mouse re-centering still keeping
concentration on the game.
Underside - non-skid base perfectly adheres to any desk surface thanks to micro-cellular foam layer.

Size 268X233mm

Thickness: 3mm
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Additional Information

SKU V-WINNER3-02-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 619685001075


